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Conjet’s patented BlueTooth
Conjet’s patented BlueTooth (wireless) Communication replaces the com-munication cable between any high pressure pump and Conjet Robot/CCU.

Communication
If you are running any Robot or Jetframe of the 7-series, you only need to
connect the high pressure hose to a suitable Powerpack. The BlueTooth
Communication kit consists of two BlueTooth units that communicates with
each other.
BlueTooth is a proprietary open wire-less
technology standard for exchanging data over
short distances with high levels of security.
If you already have radio control for the Robot/CCU, you don’t need to worry. They communicate in different areas all together and will
not interfear with each other.

Safety is paramount
To ensure safe operation, Conjet has over the past 30 years, controlled the
high pressure pump through a control cable.
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Unlike other systems where the operator switches high pressure on/off
through a separate switch box (that could possibly fall off the bridge, pier etc.
and out of reach for the operator), Conjet allows the Robot/CCU to auto-matically turn off high pressure OR shut off the high pressure pump com-pletely in
case of an emergency.

APPLIED WATERJET TECHNOLOGY
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Features
Signal range is 100 meters and can be increased by positioning the
sender (on Powerpack) on a suitable stand connected to the powerpack by cable.
When working on bridges, where no walls help the signal to reach,
the sender can be positioned using the above technique.
Same applies if work is done in a parking garage e.g. on a different
level from the Powerpack. Position the sender on the same level as the
Robot using a suitable stand and communication is guaranteed.
The communication between Robot and Powerpack consists of the
following information:
 Full two-way emergency stop control.
This means that all emergency stops in the system will simultaneously shut off the high pressure pump and Robot/CCU. This applies
to ALL emergency stops in the complete system.
 “High pressure ON”-signal to the robot.
When the Robot is working with a hydraulic rotor (or in tandem), the
automatic operation of the Robot/CCU will be shut down, if the high
pressure pump shuts down high pressure operation.
 Load/unload high pressure.
The Robot/CCU controls when high pressure should be loaded or
not. In case of a blockage of the nozzle movement on the Robot/
CCU, high pressure is turned off minimizing the risc of “blowing
through” the bridge deck.

Installation
The reciever is placed inside the Robot/CCU and connected to the
standard communications plug.
The sender is connected to the powerpacks communication plug.
Done.

Technical data
Applied
Waterjet
Technology

Weight:				4,5 kg (reciever)
					1,6 kg (sender)
Range:					100 meters
Type:					BlueTooth Class 1

Order number
3312 2527 18			
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